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Operation Flaming Sword

The time is 12:45 a.m. – July 4th, 2015. The place is 200 miles off the coast of New
Jersey. 

We are aboard a freighter of Liberian registry which recently dropped off European cargo
in Halifax. The ship’s crew, mostly of Middle Eastern descent but now living in Europe,
have been extremely busy for the last couple of hours. 

Under cover of darkness, a number of weighted, tube-like canisters have been jettisoned
over the side, quickly disappearing beneath the ocean’s surface. It will take until dawn to
complete the task,  and the ship will be well down the coast of North Carolina when IT
happens.

The event has been carefully planned to the nth degree. July 4 th security preparations have
occupied the entire U.S. Homeland Security force for weeks to ensure that  no suicide
bombers will disrupt the joyous celebrations. Helicopters and small aircraft are busy
patrolling the coast for  suspicious looking boats or planes.  A few Predators and even a
couple of Global Hawks have been thrown into the mix – but to no avail.

Operation Flaming Sword has been well planned, is now successfully deployed, and ready
to strike. The most minute details, including the Gulf current drift velocity, have been
calculated to guarantee ultimate success. Even the time of launch has been carefully
chosen to ensure that the hot summer sun will mask the heat signatures of the payload
carriers.

Suddenly, as far as the eye can see – in a line stretching from Virginia to New York –
hundreds of canisters begin to break the surface. Within seconds the sounds of high
pressure air echo across the gently rolling waves. At the same moment, smaller tube-like
projectiles are hurled from the skyward ends of the canisters.

As the man-made butterflies unfold their wings, the roar of powerful turbines fills the air.
The Flaming Sword is on its way.

It is a mere 200 miles to the coastline and another 100 miles inland to DC; New York will
feel the wrath first. Speeding along at wave height and 300 plus miles per hour, the
Tomahawk cruise missile copies will find their marks in less than an hour, undetected until
too late.

The festivities on shore are in full swing. It is a quarter to 3:00 in the afternoon, the sun is
shining in its strength, and the parades are better  than ever . How could anything be better
than this? Above the din of the marching bands a strange sound begins to echo through the
streets.

No. It can’t be – but it is! Air raid sirens. Moments later,  thunder claps drown out the
glorious sounds of the parade; glass and metal and stone rain down upon the unsuspecting
crowds, and then a strange silence – a silence like none ever heard by contemporary man.
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Everything is on fire and moving, entire buildings seem to be uprooted and blowing in the
wind. Shadows on the concrete streets replace people who once stood there – the Big One
has hit.

And as the all too familiar mushroom clouds stretch upward toward the heavens, the Star
Wars missile umbrella defense system is poised, awaiting the command to strike down the
attacking foe!

Analysis

To some this story may appear to be utter nonsense – sheer fantasy; to others it is  the
handwriting on the wall.  It is merely a matter of how far in the sand your head is buried.
And while it may be fictitious, it is in fact based on off-the-shelf, present day technologies.

The cruise missile is a well known, effective payload delivery vehicle. Its design and
operational characteristics are studied and duplicated the world over, and it is only a
matter of time before the “day late and a dollar short” security measures of the USA and
Great Britain force the intelligence factor of insurgents up the ladder.

At the same time, our precious few defense dollars are being squandered on ill-conceived
programs such as Bush’s missile defense umbrella, expensive per unit UAV’s such as
Predator and Global Hawk, X45 and X47 high-cost UCAV’s, and high-maintenance
manned missions.

It is high time to look “outside the box” to enlist the services of nontraditional strategic
thinkers. Now everyone knows that the big contractors are not just a tad short on strategic
thinking – they aren’t even in the ball park! It’s the little guys – the small companies that,
by nature, come up with the simple, low-cost, effective solutions. While the big boys
haggle over communications protocols standards, the small business geniuses address the
critical issues such as performance, power and price.

Now it can’t be disputed that expensive programs such as Predator and Global Hawk were
complete failures – they did a fair  job of proving certain strategies, and may be useful in a
few surveillance applications – but they are already passe, a thing of the past. Their
performance is poor to marginal at best, and the cost is too high. It is best to use them until
better systems are deployed, and then let them expire.

New Directions

So you might ask, “What is the solution? What could possibly defend against the attack
described in the opening story?” 

The answer is – and always will be – a robust, high performance, low-cost, intelligent,
autonomous UAV deployed in massive numbers and managed by a hacker-proof, auto-
intelligent command & control station.

Does such a system exist at this time? The answer is a resounding NO! Will we have a
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system in the near future that will do the job? The answer is still NO! – Not as long as the
federal government continues on its present path of rewarding big contractors for crappy
work.

Well then, who has the kind of technology we’re talking about here? Again the answer is
simple: it’s companies like PNGinc who have a history of designing and developing
intelligent electronics and high performance hardware far ahead of the curve!

It’s the intelligence and drive of the small entrepreneurial entity that  makes the difference.

The Ultimate Solution

To address and effectively defend against a massive “Pearl Harbor” style attack using
modern day UAV’s or cruise missiles, covert  surveillance is the first  line of defense. An
enemy which is unseen is an enemy that can at tack with impunity.

Present day surveillance platforms such as satellites and high-cost UAV’s are almost
completely worthless in real world situations.

Due to their high initial costs, followed by high maintenance and personnel overhead costs,
these systems are few in number and fail to create an effective defense surveillance grid.
Satellites fail to resolve details and cannot detect dispersed heat signatures.

What is needed is a massive deployment of robust, high performance, low-cost
interceptor/destroyer UAV’s. The only program now under way in this critical
development area is PNGinc’s Phoenix InterSceptor/Destroyer UAV.
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The Phoenix InterSceptor/Destroyer UAV or PID UAV is the first of its class of UAV
systems specifically designed for National Defense. What sets it apart from all other UAV
systems:

A. High performance planform (600+ mph)
B. Intelligent navigation & guidance (Scan-Ahead Navigator™)
C. Hacker-proof command & control
D. Pulse detonation turbine engines

PNGinc was the first UAV developer to design and master join-wing technology beginning
in 1996.

Other “firsts” include:

• First to design and develop intelligent robotic navigation software (1986-1989)
• First to improve disk turbine efficiencies (2001)
• First to develop new Ultra-Clean and Pulse Detonation combustion cycles (2000)
• First to develop hacker-proof security for command and control (2000)

Conclusions

There are many Unmanned Aerial Vehicle systems to choose from. So many, in fact, that
the waters have become muddy with too many designs. The fact  is that only one system
will do a perfect job in detecting and eliminating threats mentioned in this paper.

PNGinc initiated design and development of high-performance join-wing UAV’s in 1996;
their  2005 model is  generations beyond all other aircraft systems

Superior  technology comes from superior  strategy, from superior intellect.  There is but one
superior  design.

Now is the time to fully develop, demonstrate and deploy this vital national security
system. To discuss how we can proceed, E-mail or phone:

Phoenix Navigation & Guidance Inc.
E10074 County Road H58
Munising, Michigan USA

www.phoenixnavigation.com
Phone: (906)387-4373

Pam Rieli, VP Business Relations
Ken Rieli, President & CEO

Email: info@phoenixnavigation.com 


